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Abstract basic concepts as extended normed spaces,
contraction mappings, and positive-definite,
It is found that under mild assumptions, decrescent, radially unbounded Lyapunov functions.
feedback system stability can be concluded if one
can 'topologically separate' the infinite- The conceptually simple view of stability
dimensional function space containing the system's theory afforded by topological separations has
dynamical input-output relations into two regions, made clear to us some generalizations Zames'
one region containing the dynamical input-output results 11]-12] - for example, the 'sector
relation of the 'feedforward' element of the stability criterion' described in this paper. Our
system and the other region containing the dynam- sector stability criterion forms the basis for
ical output-input relation of the 'feedback' several powerful and useful multivariable general-
element. Nonlinear system stability criteria of izations of the circle stability criterion; these
both the input-output type and the state-space generalizations are described in [9] and are the
(Lyapunov) type are interpreted in this context. subject of a forthcoming paper.
The abstract generality and conceptual simplicity
afforded by the topological separation perspective This paper is based primarily on chapters 1-4
clarifies some of the basic issues underlying of Part II of M.G. Safonov's Ph.D. dissertation
stability theory and serves to suggest improvements [9].
in existing stability criteria. A generalization
of Zames' conic-relation stability criterion is 2. Problem Formulation
proved, laying the foundation for improved multi-
variable generalizations of the frequency-domain Our results concern the stability of the
circle stability criterion for nonlinear systems. following canonical two-subsystem multivariable
feedback system (Figure la)
1. Introduction ) E 7 (u)
Examining the conditions of Zames' conic (x, Z) E H (v_)
relation stability theorem [1] -- a powerful
abstract result including among its corollaries where
the Popov, circle, passivity, and small-gain
stability criteria (cf. [21-[61) -- we have been uEUe and v Ve are disturbance inputs to the
struck by the observation that the conditions of
the conic relation theorem have an unexpectedly
simple interpretation in terms of a topological x Xe and EYe are the outputs of the system;
separation of the space on which the systems are nonlinear
input-output relations are defined. Our scrutiny e e
of the classical Lyapunov stability theory (e.g., relations which are dependent of the disturbance
[7]-[8]) has revealed that a similar interpreta-
tion applies to the stability conditions imposed e e respectively;
by the Lyapunov theory. Motivated by these Ue, Ve, Xe, and Ve are vector spaces.1
discoveries, we have developed a unified theory of
stability in which the Lyapunov functions and the
contraction mappings of previous theories are 1A set is described as a vector space [10, p.
replaced by 'separating' functionals. Thereplaced by 'separating'func171] (or, equivalently, as a linear set [11, pp.
abstract generality of our approach serves to
43-44]) if for any two of its elements x~ and x2,clarify the roles in stability theory of such 43-44]) if for any two of its element and 
the sum x + x2 is defined and is an element of
X, and similarly the product ax is defined, 'a'
*Research supported in part by NASA/AMES grant being a scalar; additionally, the following a
NGL-22-009-124, by NASA Langley Research Center axioms must hold:
grant NSG-1312, and by NSF Grant ENG78-05628.
2(1) (x1 + x2) + x3
=
xl + (x2 + x3) Cassociative product space then we say that Ze is the extended
inner product space induced by the collection of
addition);
(2) ddit+ion+); c (commutative addition); operators PT.- A vector space Ze which is itself
(2) x1 + x2 - x2 + x1 (commutative addition);
(3) an element 0 exists in X such that Ox = 0 for
all x in X; 2One can define a variety of 'extended norm'
-all x i X; functionals I IIle:Ze - R+U {-} on the space Zes
(4) (al + a2)x = alx + a2x (distributive e.g., [1]
(5) a(xl + X2) = a-l + ax2 laws); IiIle = sup I IPTI IT ; or [5]
(6) (ab)x = a(bx) (associative multiplication); TET
(7) lx = x. IZlle = lim sup I IPTz IT
T+-(sup T)
Since I zi le may in general be infinite, the
It is assumed that (O, E G(_0) and that (O, O) functional II. I is not necessarily a norm in
HE H() so that the pair (x, y) - (O, O) is an the usual sense. However, I II ledoes define a
equilibrium solution of the undisturbed system. norm on the subspace
The system (2.1) defines a relation between input Z ZEZ
pairs (u, v)EUe x Ve and output pairs (x, Y) - e
Xe x Ye; equivalently (2.1) defines a subset of For purposes of stability analysis, we have found
the space (Ue x Ve) x (Xe x Ye). that it is not necessary to introduce the
extended norm I 1 i e or the normed subspace Z
since the stability properties of each z Ze can
be determined from the T-dependence of
~Y~ X a normed space is presumed to be the extended
normed space for which Z =' Ze and P
is the identity operator, unless ZT and/or PT are
specifically stated to be otherwise. For brevity,
we denote IIAII1, I HITAIIZ and <z&1, z2>,<PTzl, PTz2>Z,.
(a) Canonical two-subsystem multivariable
feedback system Comments: The foregoing problem formulation
is considerably more general than is usual in
stability theory. Typically, the interval T
represents time and the spaces Xe and Ye consist
of functions mapping T into Rn; the operator PT is
typically taken to be the linear truncation
operator [1]
X W )(t) = '(t), if t < -(
H 0O , if t > T
The interval T might typically be taken to be
V either the non-negative real numbers R+ (in the
case of continuous-time systems) or the set of
(b) Specicl case: m(u) and HM() aperaton non-negative integers Z+ (in the case of discrete-
time systems). The disturbance vector spaces Ue
Figure 1 and Ve are typically both either Rn (in the case
of Lyapunov state-space results [7]) or spaces of
functions mapping T into Rn (in the case of
The vector spaces Ue, Ve, X,, and Ye are 'input-output' stability results [6]).3
assumed to be extended normed spaces, defined in
terms of collections of normed spaces U , V,, XT,
and YV and a collection of linear 'projection'
operators PT as follows. 3Readers unfamiliar with the notion of a relation,
the concept of an extended normed space, the
Definition: Let Ze be a vector space. If linear truncation operator, or other concepts and
there is a associated with Ze an interval T and a definitions associated with 'input-output'
collection of linear operators PT (TET) mapping stability theory may find it helpful to refer to
Ze into the collection of normed spaces Z, (TET) one of the books [3], [4], [6] or the concise and
then Ze is the extended normed space induced by lucid original exposition of Zames [1].
the collection of operators PT (tE T). If,
additionally, each of the spaces ZT is an inner-
3In the special case in which the relations region (if c > r) in Ye x X, as may be seen by
G(u) and H(v are induced by disturbance-dependent comparison of Figure 2a with Figure 2b.
functional operators Gi(): Ye + Xe and H(v):
Xe + Ye' then the system (2.1) may be represented
by the equivalent set of feedback equations
x = G(u)-j Y-
= H~l v)} x (2.3)
(see Figure lb). c~r
3. Separation Interpretation of Stability Theory
To provide motivation and a conceptual frame-
work for the development that follows, it is
instructive to digress at this point by explaining
how to give a simple geometric interpretation to
the conic-relation stability theorem (Zames 11],
Theorem 2a) and to one of the4principal theorems
of Lyapunov stability theory. (a) Conic rgion in X 
4The circle Popov, passivity, and small-gain l
stability theorems as well as the sufficiency 
part of the Nyquist theorem follow as corollaries
to Zames' conic relation stability theorem; this
is demonstrated in [1]-[2]. These and stille 1, 
other results can be proved via the Lyapunov
theory (cf. [12]).
Conic Relation Theorem
1b) Conic rgiom in a X X
The conditions of the conic relation
stability theorem involve 'conic' regions of the
type (see Figure 2) Figure 2. Visualization of 'Xe x Ye - plane' of
Cone (c,r) { (x,y) E Xe x Ve ((-cF ) . conic regions with center c and radius r for
=Cone (cr) _-{(x,7)-(i Xe x YeJ|(Z-cX)1 ||<several values of c and r.
for all TET}={J(x.,) E Xe x v~Ye<-(c+r)x, y- For reasons that are not entirely apparent, the
conditions of Zames' conic-relation theorem also
require that Ue, Ve, Xe, and Ve be identical
where c and r are scalars called the cone center extended inner product spaces and that the
and cone radius, respectively.5 It is said that a disturbances u Xe and vEY enter additively;
i.e., if (l' y1 )E (v- - ) and (y2, -2)EG(u), then,
respectively,
5The notation Cone (c, r) is non-standard; Zames (xi + v, v1) E HR() (3.4)
[1] uses the notation {c-r, c+r}. ( + u 2x2) (3
(see Figure 3). Subject to these restrictions on
relation - CX x Y is inside Cone (c, r) if the class of systems considered, the conditions of
- e e Zames' conic relation theorem state quite simply
H CCone (c, r); (3.2) that a sufficient condition for the feedback
system (2.1) to be stable is that (for appro-is strictly inside Cone (c, r) if for some system (2.1) to be stable is that (for appro-H< 'r priately chosen center and radius parameters c and
r , r), the relation H(O) be strictly inside Cone
H CCone (c, r') C Cone (c, r) (3.3) (c, r) C Xe x Ye and the relation 2(o) be inside
The notions of outside and strictly outside are the region of Ye x Xe corresponding to the comple-
ment of Cone (c, r) (see Figure 4). Thedefined analogously using in place of Cone (c, r)of the conic relation stability
its complement. A property of conic regions such theorem in terms of a topological separation is
as (3.1) that is central to the geometric inter- theorem in terms of a topological separation 1sas (3.1) that is central to the geometric inter- immediately evident: the interior of Cone (c, r)
pretation of Zames' conic-relation s ability and the inter r of the complement of Cone (c, r)theorem is that the complement of such a conic
region in Xe x Ve corresponds to either a conic X x Y [less the equilibrium point (x, ) 
region (if c < r) or the complement of a conic e less the equilibrium point ( 
4(0, 0) and other points on the boundary of Cone _(t) = fi(t), t); x(O) = EO (3.6)
(c, r)] into two disjoint regions, the closure of
one region containing all non-zero pairs (x, y) 
H(Q) and the interior of the other region contain- t R+ A [0, ),
ing all non-zero pairs (x, y) such that (y, x) x(t) E n for all tE R+
(). Rn for all t 
U INITIAL STATE
-,~~~~~~ XO e X
X XEy l x _Y eii x eXee
Figure 5. Feedback representation of systems
considered by Lyapunov methods.
V
- This system can be interpreted in terms of the
system (2.3) as
Figure 3. Feedback system with disturbances t
entering additively. x -Ix(t)] t ER+ t R+
Coy [y(t)]tR+ -= f[x(t),t] El =R
Compiement of
Con.e (c,r) v OEV 01 
-- -- e
u X EU = Rn (3.7)e
where T = R+, xEXe and YEYe and where Xe and
Ve are the extended normed spaces
Xe = {x: R+ - Rn x is once
(o)-eGraeh((o)) ,\differentiable} (3.8)
Ye = {y: R+ + R
n } (3.9)
induced by the identity operator
;/j,,jKjT I o)u raph(Gro)) c~cs,, = x for all x (3.10)
mapping Xe and Ye into the normed spaces
IX = X (3.11)
with norm
11xl1 -- tE[o, T]Jl1Ct)[lIR
Figure 4. Two-dimensional geometric interpreta- and
tion of Zames' conic relation theorem. YT = Ye (3.13)
with (degenerate) norm
Lyapunov Stability Theorem 1 0 | (3.14)
In the continuous-time state-space stability One of the main theorems of Lyapunov
problems typically attacked by Lyapunov methods, stability ([8], Theorem 4.1) states that if in
the system under consideration is often given in some neighborhood of the origin of the state
the form (see Figure 5) space Rn there exists a positive-definite
decrescent Lyapunov function V(x, t) such that its Inverse: The inverse of a relation RCX x y
derivative VV(x, t)fQx, t) + aV/3t (x_, t) is is the relation R-C V x X
negative semi-definite in this neighborhood, then I
the solution x(t) - 0 is stable in the sense of (y (4.2)
Lyapunov; i.e., for every constant £ > 0, there clearly, the inverse always exists.
exists a constant 6(s) > 0 such that I [0 |Rn <6B() implies {xL[ <- s£ for all T. Composition Product: The composition product
of the relations X1 X x Y followed by 2C Y x Z is
The stipulation that V(x, t) be positive the relation R2 ° R1 CCX x Z
definite ensures that every pair (x, y) satisfyingl - (x, )EX x ZI there exists EY such
x =Q(0.)y lies inside the set
{(x, Y)EXe x Y| of [VV(x(t), t)]T (t) + that (x, )E R1 and (y, z)ER 2} . (4.3)
Dv/3t(x(t), t)dt > 0 for all tET} (3.15) Sum: If R1, R2CX x Y and if addition isdefined on Y, then the sum of the relations R and
since,for ~R2 is the relation
-x -lG(0)y ,R1 + R2 A {(x, y)E x Vx{EX and v = Y1 + Y2
Jf VV(x(t), t)Ty(t) + 3V/3t(x(t), t)dt = for some 1ER x and 2E 2 x} (4.4)
0 -
V(x(T), T) - V(O, O) = V(X(T), T) > O. Graph: If G is a function mapping of points
xcX into points~GxEY, then the graph of G is theThe derivative condition ensures that, in some
neighborhood of the origin of Xe x Ye,, every pair relation
(x, y) satisfying y = H(O)-x lies 'outside' the G - Graph (Q) a {(x, ) EX x YI
set (3.15), i.e., is contained in the set
x X and Y = Gx}
{(x, x) fJ VV(x_(t), t)Y(t) +
Stability Terminology
aV/at(x(t), t)dt < 0 for all TETI. (3.16)
Class K (cf. [7, p. 7]): A function $ map-
The results of this paper show that it is ping the non-negative real numbers R+ into non-
more than just a coincidence that the conditions negative real numbers R+ is defined to be in
of such powerful stability results as the conic- class K, denoted %EK, if $ is continuous,
relation stability theorem and the foregoing strictly increasing and O(0) = 0.
Lyapunov stability theorem correspond to the
existence of a topological separation. The Positive Definite; Decrescent; Radially
results show in essence that one can use any such Unbounded: Let Xe be an extended normed space and
partitioning of Xe x Ye into two disjoint regions, T be the associated interval; let S be a subset of
provided that the 'distance' between the two Xe containing the point x = 0; a functional
regions is positive and increases as the 'dis- n: S x T - R is said to be positive definite on S
tance' from the equilibrium increases. What if both
constitutes suitable measure of 'distance' is the
subject of our main results in §5. i)
r(xl, T) L> 4 (|Xll|) < (4.6)
4. Notation and Terminology and
and
In this section some of the standard termi- ii) for all rET , n(O, T) = 0 (4.7)
nology from the stability literature (e.g., [1],
[7]) is reviewed and, where necessary, generalized decrescent on if for some R is sclass K and all
so as to be applicable to the broad class of decrescent on S if for some in class K and all
stability problems admitted by our abstract
problem formulation. 0 n(x, T) < (xT) (4.8)
Relations (cf. [1]): A relation R is any set A functional n: Xe x T - R is said to be radially
of the form 
_C X x Y. i.e., a relation is any sub- unbounded on S if there exists a continuous non-
set of the Cartesian product of any two sets. A decreasing function 0: R+ - R+ with
relation RCX x Y can be represented equivalently lim W(a) = X such that for all rET and all xES
as a mapping of subsets of X into subsets of Y and ac +t
in this regard is merely a generalization of the
notion of a function mapping X into Y. Some n(X, t) ( I IX IT) * (4.9)
operations involving relations are defined below.
Neighborhood: For any extended normed space
Image: The image R[A] of a set ACX under a Xe, any set ACXe, and any non-negative number a,
relation R(CX x Y is the subset of Y the open neighborhood N(A;a) is the set
R[A] _ {(j (x, y)ER for some xA} . (4.1) N(A;a) A {xEXel for some (.EA,
For 0SEX, we may denote R[{x0}] using the abbre- I ( - jO) 1{ < a for all T T} . (4.10)
viated notation R . ·O orr °i~.O If A consists of a single point, say '%, we may
6use the abbreviated notation N(x;a) N({0o};a). theory, e.g., the stability about time-varying
A set S is said to be a neighborhood of a set A if functions or sets of time-varying functions such
for some E > 0 as the limit cycles of autonomous systems.
N(A;e) C S (4.11) Second, the definition meshes well with the
classical notion of stability in the sense of
if -d is a point, the set S is said to be a Lyapunov (cf. [8]), coinciding when the magnitude
neighborhood of Ro if, for some e > 0, N(o; s)CS. of the system input is taken to be the Euclidean
norm of its initial state and the state trajectory
I f(x, z) I: for any normed spaces X, Yand any is presumed to lie in the extended normed space
(x, ) eX x Y, the notation i (, y)I is in this Xe defined in (3.8) - (3.11). Indeed, it appears
paper defined to mean that by appropriate choice of extended normed
I,, Y II h (II 1 I )1/2(4.12) spaces that nearly all the stability definitions
employed in the literature (cf. [l]-[8], [12],
clearly, (2.10) defines a norm on X x Y. So, for [141) can be made to coincide with boundedness,
example, Xe x Ye is an extended normed space with stability, or finite-gain stability as defined in
associatednorm 1|(X1, = (1l1lT 2 + this paper.
1y.1 2) 2.
It is noteworthy that in the case of linear
Gain; Incremental Gain: Suppose Xe and Ye systems, the definitions of bounded, stable, and
are extended normed spaces; let FCX x Ye. If finite-gain stable coincide: for such systems f
for some scalar k < and for all x eXe and all can always be taken to be linear: e.g., in (4.15),
TET, pick any xO with lix m $ 0 and replace (1 Xll1 T)
x CN({O} ; kl IlIT) .by ' (x4. 3)I [i IT I(l iol I)] (C
Theorem 5.4 in [15]). Consequently, when speaking
then F has finite gain; the infimal k for which of linear systems, the terms bounded, stable, and
(4.13) is satisfied is called the gain of F, If finite-gain stable may be used interchangeably.
for some k < a, all x1 , x2EXe, and all TET,
2E2 C N(F x1 ; kI x1 - X221IT) (4.14) 5. Fundamental Stability Theorem
then F has finite incremental gain; the infimal k An abstract result which provides an
satisfying (4.14) is called the incremental gain aggregate characterization of the set feedback
of F. A function F: Xe + Ye is said to have system outputs achievable with a specific system
finite (incremental) gain if the relation Graph input is now stated. We refer to this result as
(F) has finite (incremental) gain. our fundamental stability theorem because stabil-
ity tests of both the input-output type and the
Bounded; Stable; Finite-Gain Stable: Let Xe Lyapunov state-space type can be derived from this
and Ye be extended normed spaces; let Q Xe x Ye; result. The stability implications of the result
let A C Ye. If there exist neighborhood of A, say are found to have a simple interpretation in terms
S, and a non-decreasing continuous function 0: of 'topological separation' of the product space
R+ - R+ such that for all x ES Xe x Ye on which the systems dynamical relations
F x C N(A; (lW IX| IT)) (4.15) are defined.
then F is bounded in S about the set A; if p EK Theorem 5.1 (Fundamental Stability Theorem):
then we say F is stable about the set A; if Q is
linear (i.e., f of the form f(||x||l) = ll k|| T). Let S be a subset of Xe x Ye. Suppose that~ 1 I Iz = JI1I), real-valued functionals d(x, e, )  q1(x, Y, T)
then we say that F is finite-gain stable about the real-valued functional d , T), , , ,
set A. If, in the foregoing, the neighborhood S n2(u, T), n3 (v, T) and n4 (X, , T) can be found
can be taken to be the entire space Xe, then such that for each rTT
'bounded in S' becomes simply bounded, 'stable' G(u) S c {(x, y) d(x, Z, r)
becomes globally stable and finite-gain stable
becomes globally finite-gain stable. When A = - 2 ) (5
{r}, then we say simply that t is bounded in S,
or stable , or finite-gain stable,
respectively (i.e., we omit the phrase 'about the < n3(v, ) - n4(x , r, T)}. (5.2)
set A'). These definitions also apply to a
function F when Graph (F) is substituted for F in Then every solution , of (2.1) in S satisfiesthe inequalitythe foregoing.
out(, Z, T) < in (, , r) (5.3)
Comments: It is necessary that stability be
defined here, because there is no standard for all T ET, where
definition in the literature. The motivation for (5.4)
the present choice of definition is two-fold. (out l + .4)
First, the definition is more flexible than pre-
vious definitions of stability in that i) inputs "in n2 + n3
need not enter additively, and ii) by allowing
discussion of stability about an arbitrary set, Proof: Suppose (x, z) is a solution of (2.1)
the definition permits one, in principle, to and that (x, y)ES. Then,
address certain special issues in stability
7(x, y) E (u) -Hr-I(v) (S . (5.6) in sequence.
By (5.1) - (5.2) it follows that for all T ET a) Since lout is positive-definite radially-
- t) (57) unbounded and since nin is bounded, there exist
-d(x, , T) > nl(X, Y, T0 n2(-u, T(5.7 continuous non-decreasing functions %out: R+ - R+
d(x, y, T) < n3(v, T) - n4(x, Y, r) . (5.8) and fin: R+ - R+ with ~out(0) = (0) and ~out
Substracting (5.7) from (5.6) and adding nin to strictly increasing and lim Iout(a) = such that
both sides yields
nin (u, V, I) > (n1(X, I, T) + n4 (l , T) 0out (f(, Y)I1K) < OUt(X, Y, T) (5.11)
- n2(u, T) - n3ty, r) and
+ nin(U, V, T)) nin(U, v, T) < _in(l{(u, v){ T) (5.12)
Evidently 0out 1 exists and is in class K, so
which proves Theorem 5.1. I(-" {IIT < -(II(u, V)IIT) (5.13)
where 0 = Oout-1 o fin. Clearly 0 is continuous
The importance of Theorem 5.1 is that it pro- and non-decreasing, so the system (2.1) is bounded.
vides an aggregate characterization of the set of
output pairs (x, y) in S that are achievable by b) Taking 4 out',in and % as in (a), it
input pairs (u, v) in sets of the form {(u, d) I follows that
lin(U, v, V ) < constant}. By imposing the
additional restriction that the functional nOut isIT IT.14)
positive definite on S, this inequality may be Since rout is positive definite and radially
used to establish the stability properties of the unbounded and since nin is decrescent, it follows
system (2.1) by establishing a (u, v)-dependent that oout- and fin are decrescent and hence 0 =
bound on |j(x, 4Y) | T. When, additionally, S -= out-1 ° fin is likewise decrescent. It follows
Xe x Ye then the stability properties thus deter- from (5.14) that the null solution of (2.1) is
mined are global. The following corollary to globally stable.
Theorem 5.1 illustrates this.
c) From (5.10) and the inequality (5.3), it
Corollary 5.1 (Boundedness & Global follows that
Stability): el )I) < nout L X, T) < nin(U. HI T)
a) (Boundedness) If in Theorem 5.1 < -(2 (u, v) IT) (5.15)
i) S = X x Yand hence'- and hence
ii) nout is positive definite and < (t2/g )l/ IIu, V)lIT * (5.16)
radially unbounded, and (c2/1)/ , v) l(5 16
.iii) in is bounded, It follows that the null solution of (2.1) is
globally finite-gain stable.
then the system (2.1) is bounded.
Comments: The stability conditions of
b) (Global Stability) If in Theorem 5.1 Corollary 5.1 may be interpreted and conceptually
i) S = Xe x ye' motivated in terms of a 'topological separation'.
For simplicity we consider only the case of global
ii) nout is positive definite and stability (part (b) of Corollary 5.1) - a similar
radially unbounded, and interpretation is possible for the other parts of
iii) nin is decrescent, Corollary 5.1. We further assume for simplicity
that n4 0 so that nout = nl -- this entails no
then the system (2.1) is globally stable. loss of generality since every case may be reduced
to this by substituting d + n4 for d. For each
c) (Global Finite-Gain Stability) If in TET, the functional d(x, y, t) serves to
Theorem 5.1 'topologically separate' the set Xe x Ye/{(O, O)}
i) S = X x Ye into two disjoint regions, viz. the region whered(x, Y, T) > 0 and the region where d(x, Z, r)
ii) for some strictly positive con- < 0, the set {(x, y)ld(x, i, t) = 0} forming the
stants e1, E2, and a and for all 'boundary'.
5 Condition 5.1 ensures the
(x, y) Xe x Ye
out (X, Y, T) >
ll It ) 1 5We use the term 'topologically separate' loosely
£l1V(I1XX, ZY) I IT)C' (5.10) here to describe the partitioning of a set into
nin(U, v, T) < any two disjoint complementary subsets. Strictly
speaking, the mathematical definition of a
-2(If-_, '_I~ta Ttopological separation demands additionally that
then the system (2.1) is globally finite-gain the two subsets both be open sets [13].
stable.
Proof: We prove each of the results (a)-(c) undisturbed relation H(0) lies entirely in the
8latter region (where d(x, Z, T) < 0) and that theorems are employed -- is not central to the
every non-zero point of the undisturbed relation issue of stability. Rather, in stability
7t(0) lies in the complementary region where analysis, we are concerned primarily with
d(x, y, T) > i(x, Z, T) > 0. Consequently, the ascertaining that all existing solutions are
null solution (x, y) = (, 0_) is the unique solu- stable. Existence of solutions, which relates to
tion of the undisturbed system C2.1) - this is the 'well-posedness' of the system equations, can
prerequisite to global stability. We can be deduced from entirely separate considerations
visualize jd(x, , )l as defining the T-dependent [4, pp. 93-101].
distance of each point (x, X)EXe x Ye from the
'boundary' set {(x, ) ld(2x, y, r)} = 0, the sign
of d(x, Z, T) determining on which side of the
boundary the point lies. The positive 6Well-posedness tests, based on considerationsdefiniteness and radial unboundedness of other than stability, are provided in [4]. How-d tensures for every (x, ) u s that this dis- ever, it should be noted that (in contrast to the
tance grows unboundedly as T|I(X, t)hat. increases view taken here and elsewhere in the literature,
tand is bounded below by as T1i, In thicreases cf. [1], [6], [14]), reference [4] defines well-
conceptual framework, the quantity T).l t) is posedness to be prerequisite to any discussion of
simply an upper bound on the 'distance' that I(u) stability or instability.
shifts toward the boundary as a consequence of the
disturbance u. Similarly, the 'distance' of H(O)
from the boundary is non-positive and n3 (v, T) is
an upper bound on the distance that H(v) shifts
toward the boundary as a consequence of v.
Because solutions (x, D) of (1.1) must lie in the
set G-(u)n H(v), it follows that (x, Z) is an
element of the bounded set
{(x, L)E Xe x e [ n(X, , T) n2(, T)
+ ,3(, ) nin(t), X, r)} ; (5.17)
this set is depicted in Figure 6 as the cross-
hatched four-pointed 'star' in the center of the
figure. The fact that nin and, hence, n2 and n3
are decrescent ensures that vanishly small u and
v will produce vanishly small shifts c1(, T) and
? (v, T) in the respective relations - (u) and
Yy). This establishes the global stability of the
system (5.1).
In view of the foregoing, one may loosely
interpret Corollary 5.1 as saying that stability
can be assured if one can find some real-valued
functional (viz. d(x, I, T)) which separates the
set I ) k j ff(0) less the pair (x, y) = (0, ) into
the component parts OG(j) - {(O, 0)} and H() -
{(O, 0)}. The conditions that nin be decrescent (x , er :tin 'woundary'!
and that nout be positive definite may be viewed as
technical conditions that are imposed to rule-out (x, < (rion contanng _(O))
'peculiar' situations in which either the amount of 
separation fails to grow with distance from the n3 (rion contain (v
origin in the Xe x Ye 'plane' or in which the sys- d (x , ,)>giontoning :l:OJL
tem is ill-posed in the sense that small
disturbances (u, v) produce disproportionatey d(x. . u, ion i
large changes in the input-output relations Gi(), 
- -x, reion onui.g
and H(v) 3(v)/
It is noteworthy that Theorem 5.1 and
Corollary 5.1 make no reference to loop transforma-
tions, multipliers, contraction mappings, or other Figure 6. Visualization of the conditions of
mathematical paraphernalia frequently associated Theorem 5.1 in the "Xe x Ye-plane" - the solution
with input-output stability results (cf. [3] - (x, y) must lie in the region containing i(v) /r[6]). This is in part a consequence of the fact I(u).
that, in contrast to some previous input-output
stability criteria, no fixed-point theorems (e.g.,
the contraction mapping theorem) are used in the The Lyapunov stability result discussed in §3
proof of Corollary 5.1 and Theorem 5.1. This is a special case of Corollary 5.1 in which the
underscores the fact that existence of solutions - separating functional d(x, Y, r) is taken to be
and existence is always assured when fixed-point
9d(x, Z, r) = fO VV(x(t), t)t) F l 12
F (6.3)
+ aV/ht(x(t), t)dt L F21 F22
where V(x, T) is the 'Lyapunov' function. With
this choice of d(x, A, T) and with Gig) and H(y) Definition (inside, outside, strictly inside,
as in (3.7), it follows strictly outside):
i) d(x, Y, T) = fO VV(x(t), t)i(t) A subset A of Xe x Ye is said to be inside
0 O - Sector (F) if A C Sector (F) A {(x, ) Xe x YeI
+ aV/3t(x(t), t)dt for all T E T F(x, y, T) < 0}; A is said to be_
strictly inside Sector (F) if for some C > O, A C
- V(x(r), T) - V(X(O) 0) {(x, Y)EX x Yelfor all T0T F(x , ) <
{fo alT 2, v,) <)TI2 -for all ~(, Z) satisfying -eTI(x, ')TlT}; A is said to be outside Sector
(F) if C {(x, y) EXe x Velfor all T T F(x, y,
x = G(O) *y= y (t)dt + xO -r) > O};and, T is said to be strictly outside/0 Sector (F) if for some z>O, A C(, )E Xe x Ye
ii) d(x, y, T) = V(t t)f(x(t), t) for all T f T, f(x, , T) > EII (X, II.T}.
+ aV/at(x(t), t)dt We now state a stability result based on
Corollary 5.1 that employes sectors to accomplish
for all (x, y) satisfying the requisite 'topological separation' of the
Y-(t) = f(x(t), t). space Xe x Ye. The proof, which involves a
straightforward - but tedious - verification of
Evidently when V is positive definite and the conditions of Corollary 5.1, is in Appendix A.
decrescent and when VV(x_, t)f(x, t) + 3V/at(x, t)
< 0 for all x and t, then the conditions of Theorem 6.1 (Sector Stability Criterion):
Corollary 5.1 are satisfied with
Let F be a 2 x 2 array as in (6.3); let the
nl(X, T) V(x(T), T) Fij(i, j = 1, 2) have finite incremental gain; let
and with the mappings of u EU into G(u) and v i V into
%Cv) be bounded (respectively, globally stable;
n2(0o) = V(xO, O) respectively globally finite-gain stable about
l3 t'4 _ O *the respective sets G(O) and Ht()._ If G (0) is
strictly inside Sector (F) and if H(O) is outside
This establishes that Lyapunov stability results Sector (F), then system (1.1) is bounded
can be treated as corollaries to Theorem 5.1. (respectively, globally stable; respectively,
globally finite-gain stable).
Not surprisingly, Zames' powerful conic rela-
tion stability theorem can also be shown to be a Proof: See Appendix A.
corollary to Theorem 5.1. To prove this and to
demonstrate the power of our results, a generali-
zation of Zames' conic relation theorem is now that the functions mapping of u E U into Q(u) and
developed. vE V into H(v) be bounded about the sets J(O) and
H_(O) should not be confused with the more _
6. The Sector Stability Criterion restrictive requirement that the subsystems G and
H be 'open-loop_bounded', i.e., that the mappings
The conic relation stability theorem of Zames of (u, e) into G(u)s and (v, x) into H6)x be
bounded about {CO, O)}. For example, if theis generalized in this section to permit the bounded about {(a n )}. For example, if the
utilization of the more flexible definition of disturbances u and v enter additively as in Figure
sector which follows. 3 -- and this is the only case considered in the
majority of the input-output stability litera-
Definition (Sector): ture - then the boundedness requirement placed on
the mappings G(-) and H(.) in Theorem 6.1 is
Let Xe and Ye be extended normed spaces and automatically satisfied (with finite gain')._Thus,
let Ze be an extended inner product space. For the boundedness restriction on the mappings G(.)
each T E T let and H(') is actually very mild; it can be viewed
(x, Z, T) A <Flly + F12' F21Y + F22x> (6.1) as a sort of well-posedness condition on the feed-
=' ' - - ' -21- -22- tback equations, ensuring that small disturbances
where FijO = O (i, j = 1, 2) and Fll' F21: Ye + Ze do not produce unboundedly large dislocations of
and1 22: XeF- Y. Then the sector of F is the dynamical relations in the Xe x Ye-'plane' --andEi, to22: b e -~e Thethsetorof isth ce. [4, p. 90] condition WP.4.define to be
Sector (F) { ((x, .)E Xe x Ye for all Comparison of the definition of Sector (F)
rT T F(x, y, T) < 0} . (6.2) with Zames' conic sector (3.1) shows that
For notational convenience, the functional F will 1 -(c + r)
be denoted equivalently by the 2 x 2 array Cone (c, r) = Sectorc - r
Zames' conic relation stability criterion is a
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special case of Theorem 6.1 that results when sec- v) (Composition Products of Relations)
tors of this form are employed and the class of
systems considered is restricted to the additive- a) If B = Graph (B) then
input type depicted in Figure 3. S rF FB O A inside Sector 11 t12
Some Properties of Sectors: L21 22
Zames' [1, App. A] demonstrates that his 11 F
conic sectors have several properties which make A inside Sector F l2 (6.8)
them especially well-suited to feedback system 21l8 F22J
stability analysis. Our more general sectors
have similar properties, some of which are enu- b) If A = Graph (A) and if A-1 exists,
merated in the following lemma. then
Lemma 6.2 (Sector Properties): 1 o A inside Sector ll 2
Let Fij and Fi (k) be operators mapp;ing into L21 F22J
extended inner product spaces Z and Z (k)
respectvely; let F 0 and i (k) 0; let A, B inside Sector F11 F1 2 A
_ k) be a-'o-n o- ~t -- - ~
and ) be relations on extended normed spaces; E21 E22 A
let (O, 0) A, B, A(k); let a and b be scalers
with ab > 0; let M and M* be operators with the c) If A = Graph (A), then
property that <Mz > <z' M*z2> for all 1-
Z2 Ze and all rET. Then the following pro- 8 inside Sector ll-
perties hold: F21lA f22J
i) (Complimentary Sector) F 
F inside Sector l F l 12 A 8 inside Sector F ll 12 (6.10)A.inside Sector -11 _12 LFL21 E22J
~--< '>~ Furthermore, if A has finite gain, then (6.8) -
outside Sector -ll 122 (6.10) hold with inside replaced by strictly
E-21 -E22 (6.4) inside throughout.
vi) (Composites of Relations)
furthermore, (6.4) holds with inside and outside Suppose A = {((x(), (
replaced respectively by strictly inside and
strictly outside. ... Z (n)) (x(k), y(k)) E (k) for all k - 1,
ii) (Multiplier) ...,n}; suppose Fij(..n) (FiJl i(),
~Sector pF F~ll F2 l]..., = (n)p(n)) for (i, j = 1, 2); and suppose
-'F21 M-'f22zJ that Ze = Ze(l) x ... x Ze(n) and that the
St a M* Fll a M* F12 associated inner-products satisfy
Secto r 2 (6.5) < (i) z(n)) ((1) ..... z (n ))>F21 b F22 (6.5) - 1 -2 2
iii) (Inverse Relation) = <z (k), 2(
A inside Sector Ell F El2 F B k=l
L r2 22 IThen,
(F Fo r 8A inside Sector [[Ill l121
A inside Sector [L F EJll ( L21 22JJ
[22 21i (6.6)
Furthermore, (6.6) holds with inside replaced by (k) inside Sector (12(k) 1
strictly inside throughout. F21 (k) F2(k)
iv) (Sums of Relations) If 8 = Graph (B)
and if F11 and F21 are linear, then for all k = 1, ..., n. (6.11)
(L _21 -22 (6.7) strictly inside throughout.
(_r r _(F+ F 1vii) Properties (i) - (vi) hold if throughout
- ) inside Sector i + 12 inside is replaced by outside and strictly inside
2l  21i' + F22J is replaced by strictly outside.
If (A - B) has finite gain, then (6.7) holds with Proof: See Appendix B.
inside replaced by strictly inside throughout.
Comment: Properties (i) and (ii) of Lemma d(x, A, r) =
(6.2) provide a parameterization of the various
representations of a sector. Property (iii) ( , if I(Q,x) = 
establishes the relation between sectors
containing-A and sectors containing the inverse (l/I(, I) I|T) F, , T) , if I(I,) | 0 (Al)
relation A[. Properties (iv) - (vi) permit the
characterization of a sector containing the rela- We begin by establishing (5.1). Let uEU be
tion of a complicated multivariable system using fixed and take (x, y)EG-I(u). Applying the
knowledge of sectors associated with subsystems Schwartz inequality, _e have that for some e > 0,
comprising the system and knowledge of the inter- for every (XD, yO) G (Q), and every T ET
connection structure of the system - these pro- I d(, , r) -<(Elly+ F12K)
perties have application to the analysis of the II ( x , T)
stability of multivariable systems. (E21Y- + F22A >T
7. Discussion I I (o, yO)II, T d(0, y0, T)
- <(E11 0 + F1250), [(E21Z - 2LO)Our fundamental stability theorem (Theorem
5.1) is of significance largely because it permits + (E2 22 - E2250)]>T
a clear understanding of the basic issues involved - <[(F1L - FllyO) + Flx - F12.xO)]
in stability analysis; this is enabled by the F2)>
relatively high level of abstraction in our (E21- E22x)>
formulation of the stability problem. In particu- I o o) I
lar, Corollary 5.1 makes it clear that if one can + 
find a partitioning of the product sace Xe x Ye
such that the undisturbed relation G () lies in [F2 1Z - E2 1 O)+(F 2 2 X - F22)] I IT
one part of the separated space and the - [(Fll - F1 ) + (F12 -
undisturbed relation H(O) lies 'strictly' in the
other part, then under mild conditions closed-loop F12)] IT I I (F21- F22) I T
stability can be concluded. The conceptual > I , I,2
simplicity of this abstract view of stability 
theory may prove to be of considerable pedagogical - (k| (A, Y | T) (kII[(x, ) -
value, since it is possible to relate the condi-
tions of the various input-output and Lyapunov (xO' YO)] T)
stability criteria to the simple geometric notion - (k I[(X, j) - (XO, Y0) II -)
of topological separation. Also, the conceptual (kl Y ) (A2)
simplicity of the topological separation viewpoint (k 
serves to elucidate the general approach that must where the latter inequality follows with k < - an
be taken to generate new results such as the sec- upper bound on the gain and incremental gain of
tor stability criterion (Theorem 6.1). Our sector Fii(i, j =_1, 2). Since by hypothesis the map of
stability criterion leads fairly directly to u U into G(u) is bounded, there exist a
powerful new multivariable generalizations of the continuous increasing function pi: R+ - R+ and a
circle stability criterion for nonlinear systems; point (2xo(l), yO(l))E~ (O) such that for every
these generalizations are developed in [9] and are T ET
the subject of a forthcoming paper. I[(x, y) - (E(l), y(1))]f I Pl(lullr) (A3a)
One of the implications of using sets (such Also for all r T, there exists a point
as the components of a topological separation) to yl(2))E (O) such that
bound the dynamical relations of a system is the [((2) '2' (A3b)
possibility of determining the qualitative - o(2) (2))]HI < Il(5, A)|i, (A3b)
behavior of a system - and even bounding its namely the point (xo(2), ~y(2)) = (0, 0). From
quantitative behavior - using only a coarse knowl- (A3a b) it follows that there exists an (0, O)
edge of the system. The stability margins (e.g., E Gi(O) such that for all rET
gain margin and phase margin) of a simplified
model of a feedback system can be thusly charac- II[((, I) - o, Y-O)]II {'i ( , z) ,'
terized, providing a measure of robustness against pl(lul I,} , (A4)
the destabilizing effects of modeling errors -- - i 2
this is demonstrated in [9]. Also, bounds on a It ,1 I P1(lIl.I) < II(-o, xo)lI <2
poorly defined or imprecisely modelled system's * (2, VI (A5)
transient response can be found using the and, from the former inequality in (AS), it
inequality (5.3), allowing one to deduce the follows that for all ET
relative degree of exponential stability or
instability. I )I(21(III)
Appendix A: Proof of 6.1 + II(1. )IIT)* (A6)
Substituting (A4), (A5), and (A6) into (A2) and
We apply Corollary 5.1, taking d(x, Y, T) to dividing by II(x, A)| T' it follows that for all
be the map (x, Z)EG (u) and all rET,
12
d(x, y, T) > ( I (, y1 I)T 2P1([ u |))
- 2k2Pl(Iul ITr) {<F11l + F12x, -1 F22x>.T > II(x , Z) I I
- k2P1l(0I1I IT) (A7) for some e > 0 (c > 0), all rET and
Taking (1 ,2 :R+ - R+,  1 (x , v, T) and 'n2(u, ) to all (x, y) C A (B3)
be
l1(a) A e'c- (A8)
(P2(a) _. (2c + 3k2)pl(a) (A9) A outside (strictly outside) [ ll E12 ]
nl(X, y, T) = 1(I (x YV) I I T) (AlO) Sector F21 -E22 J (B4)
n2(U, T) - ,2(1IIu IvT) (All) This proves property (i).
we see that i1EK is linear and radially unbounded
and that for all (x, 2)E G-(u) and all T E T Proof of Property (ii):
d(x, y, T) > nl(X, , Y T) - n2(U, ) (A12) (x, y) Sector [ ll 12 1
which establishes (5.1). LM'21 M'22J (B5)
Proceeding in an analogous fashion to estab-
lish (5.2), we have that for some p2:R+ - R+, <F11
z + F12!, M'E21y. 
+ M'F22x->T - (B6)
every (x, y)(E H(v), and every rET for all rT 
d(x, v, T) < n3(V, T) - n4(x, V_, r) (A13)
where n3(v,r) = 3(1 IVIT) = 3k2P2(lvIT) <F f + <FI , Mf X> + <F 2X F2
n4(X, Y, T) - O0; as before k < - is an upper bound l' 21
on the gain and incremental gain of Fij(i, j = + <12x, M'F22x>T < 0 for all Tr T (B7)
1, 2) and p2, like p1, is continuous and
increasing.
Thus, {(l/ab < aM*FllY, bF21 >t +(l/ab)
lOUt(X, ' y r) = EIX, Y II (A14) < aM*'F1 I' bF22x>r +(l/ab)
and < aM*F 12xL, bF21Y>r +(l/ab)
nin(U, V, T) - (2E + 3k2)Pl(I uli Ir) < aM*-F'12, bF22X>z}
+ 3k2 P2( Ivj IT) . (A15) < 0 for all rT ET (B8)
Clearly nlout is positive definite, radially un-
bounded and satisfies the constraint imposed by <aQ*ElLy + aM* , bF21 + 
(5.10) with a = 1. Since nin is clearly bounded,
it follows from Corollary 5.1-a that (2.1) is < 0 for all Tr CT (B9)
bounded. If additionally the maps taking u into
G(u) and v into H are globally stable (globally
finite-gain stable) about the respective sets a M* Fll + a M 
G(O) and f(0), then P1 and p2 may be taken to be (x, ) E Sector F F 1B10
in class K (may be taken to linear) from which it b b j (BO)
follows that n-n is decrescent (satisfied (5.10)
with a = 1) an nglobal stability (global finite- From (B5) - (B10), property (ii) follows.
gain stability) of (2.1) follows from Corollary
5.1-b (Corollary 5.1-c). Proof of Property (iii):
Appendix B: Proof of Lemma 6.2 A inside (strictly inside) Ff1 ] (B11)
We prove properties (i) - (vii) in sequence.
Proof of Property (i): < I 12
_ F F <EllY + [F12X ' -21 + F2 2x>r < - (x, y )
A inside (strictly inside) Ell -12 for some E > 0 (E > 0), all Tr T,
and all (x,y) C A (B12)
<Fl + F12X, F21 + -F22X>T < - (X ) 
for some e > 0 (C > 0), all T ET, and <E122 + Flly' F22! + F2 1 Y> < - I I ( y x_) I 
all (x, y)E _ (B2) for some £ > 0 (C > 0), all .T CT, and
and all (y,x_) A (B13)
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A inside (strictly inside) 1f 2 Fll <F11i + F12-, E2LZ + F22-X>T <- E I (_x, I T
Sector FLF22 E21JJ (B14) for all (x,Y) B O A, some s > O ( > 0),
This proves property (iii). and all T E T (B22)
Proof of Property (iv):
Let _ FllB~<[1 + F12-x' 218- + F22k> x G-<-Ea BlCx')I I
Let k = Gain (A - ). Then, < -I 2 <EA1+k2) ) I (X, )I I 2
A inside (strictly inside) ll 12 for all (x, y) E A, some £ > 0 (E > 0)
Sector IL21 22 (B15) and all T T (B23)
<F1l + F12., F21 + F22>T A inside Sector [FllT f
for all (x, ) EA, some £ > 0 (£ > 0) EL.21 - F22JJ
and all T E T (B16) and, provided k < - and (B21) holds with the
parenthetical strictly inside,
<FllY -Fll B x + Fll B x + F12.X A strictly inside [[11 B f1 (
2 Sector -21 § 2- (B24)F21Y - F21 § X + F2 1 s X + F22X>T <-e I (X, ) 12T
for all (x, ) E , some £ > 0 ( > 0) (F _ [ F 
and all T ET (B17) (b) A inside (tric 2inside) Sector [L21 e22 (B25)
<ll(Z - 3 x) + (Ell § + F1 1)X-,
112f21( - 8 x) + (E21 8 + F22)x>- _. -~l I (_, V .)l. Il + 1 A A 2< +[12'A--l'A- x, for all (x2', A--i'A-?
for all (x, )fEA, some e > 0 (e > 0), -)I]2 for all (12, VT ,
and all T E T (B18) some > 0 (e > 0), and all T T (B26)
<Fllj + (F1 1'B + F12)X' F21Yl + (F21'- + F22)x>T <ll11 + F1 2 A-1, F21Z + F22A- 1>T
< -/1+k2 | I(X, y)I I2 < -(1 1y l2 +(tl/k2)1 x1 !2)
for all (x, )E (- B), some £ > O (£ > 0), < - *min {1, 1/k2} I (x, Y) 1
and all T ET (B19) for all (x_, y) E B, some > O0 (E > 0)
and all rET (B27)
(A - ) inside Sector [Fy11 ll ' + F12 1
EL21 F21' + F22 jJ B inside Sector fll F2A-1
and, provided k < - and (B15) holds with the 222 (B28)
parenthetical strictly inside, and, provided k < - and (B25) holds with the
(A - B) strictly inside F11 Ell B + F1271 parenthetical strictly inside,
Sector FLF21 L 21 + F22jJ 20) B strictly inside Sector f [ F A1 2 (29)
This proves property (iv). EL2 -22-4 J (B29)
Proof of Property (v): (c) B inside (strictly F1 i1
inside Sectorly EZ1 12
Let k = Gain (A). Sector { F21'A F22 (B30)
(a) B ° A inside (strictly l F+ F
inside) Sector 2 (321) < - I x, for all (x, Y) B
some z > 0 (£ > 0), and all T ET (B31)
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Proof of Property (vii):
<F11 + F122_' F21i + F22x_>, < -E|l I X, l2
+ -£(| 12E  F + I Iy 2.I T) < £ (|-|_| | T This follows directly from property (i).
l= k -1~ I~ +2 ll1] > - < 112IIx
+ 1/k2 *|I i1 ) < -E * min{l, l/k21. I (, i) 11
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